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ABSTRACT

In this contribution we propose an algorithm to identify the spa-
tial location of clusters from high resolution multi-dimensional pa-
rameter estimation results. The localization is important in both
channel modelling as well as in giving a physical interpretation to
the results of parameter estimation techniques, namely identifying
which physical objects were involved in the propagation of the es-
timated paths. The validation of the algorithm is carried out with
a synthetic data set obtained from the IlmProp, a geometry-based
channel model. In order to simulate the effects of an estimator
we perturb the parameters with Gaussian noise whose variance is
set equal to the Craḿer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB). The algorithm
is capable of localizing clusters with the assumption that they are
seen from different points of view and that they remain fixed dur-
ing the measurement time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Parameter estimation techniques such as ESPRIT or SAGE extract
the parameters of propagation paths from channel measurements,
which can be used to model the radio channel. Typically each
propagation path is characterized by a complex path-strength, a
Time Delay of Arrival (TDoA), a Direction of Arrival (DoA), a
Direction of Departure (DoD), and possibly by a Doppler shift,
constituting the parameter space. Numerous researchers have no-
ticed in channel measurements that these paths often arrive in clus-
ters, so that the paths constituting a cluster share similar parame-
ters [1]. Furthermore, the paths belonging to a cluster should show
a similar temporal evolution of their parameters. Whether clusters
exist, how often they appear in wireless communication channels,
and how to describe them mathematically are controversial top-
ics currently animating many discussions. Note that the scope of
this paper is not to provide a proof of the existence of clusters but
rather, assuming that they do exist, to propose a method to localize
them in space.

Our algorithm consists of two phases. First we perform aclus-
tering phase which uses the algorithm proposed in [2, 3] to identify
clusters by defining the parameters of their centroids. The second
part, proposed in this contribution for the first time, is thelocal-
ization phase, which identifies the location of the centroids in the
three-dimensional (3-D) space. The localization phase assumes
accurate information about the position and orientation of the an-
tenna arrays. The algorithm is capable of localizing clusters for
single and double bounce reflections, as long as the physical scat-
tering objects do not move during the measurement run, while at
least one of the antenna arrays does.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the
clustering phase, while Section 3 introduces the data model and the
theory behind localization algorithm. Section 4 presents the sim-
ulation results and derives the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB)
needed to generate the noisy parameter estimates. Finally Sec-
tion 5 presents the conclusions.
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Fig. 1. Modelling of a double reflection path.

2. THE CLUSTERING PHASE

We use an automatic clustering framework introduced in [2, 3],
which consists of three major components: (i) a clustering al-
gorithm, which agglomerates paths in a given data set to clus-
ters, (ii) a cluster validation algorithm deciding the correct number
of clusters, and (iii) a pruning algorithm, removing outlier paths
from clusters. The clustering algorithm is based on an algorithm
calledKMeans, but was extended to joint clustering in the multi-
dimensional parameter domain (normalizing delays and angles)
and to take power into account.

The result of this framework is a number ofcluster centroids,
i.e., center positions of each cluster in the parameter domain, for
each data set.

3. THE LOCALIZATION PHASE

To explain the basic idea behind our approach let us first consider
an ideal scenario with a single fixed centroid, corresponding to a
double reflection path. The centroid is characterized by a Time De-
lay of Arrival (TDoA) τ , by a Direction of Departure (DoD)ϕT

, θT in azimuth and elevation, respectively, as well as by a Direc-
tion of Arrival (DoA) ϕR, θR. The centroid, therefore, represents
one point in the multidimensional space of variables. First, we
assume that these parameters are known exactly, i.e., without any
parameter estimation error. Without loss of generality, we model
any propagation path with a double reflection, thus localizing two
spatial scatterersS1 andS2, as seen in Figure 1. With this model
we assume that the path starts at the transmitter (Tx), is reflected
by S1 towardsS2, and from there reaches the receiver (Rx). The
scattererS1 is bound to lie on a semi-line, with origin at the Tx,
and in the direction defined by the DoD. Similarly,S2 must lie on
a semi-line originating at the Rx, directed as the DoA. The total
path lengthL is however bound to be equal toc · τ , wherec is the
velocity of light.

Let a define the distance between the Tx andS1 for one spe-



cific time snapshot. Then the problem of finding the location of
S1 andS2 in 3-D space is equivalent to a 1-D problem, namely
findinga. The total length constraint limits the distancea to a cer-
tain valueamax, so that0 ≤ a ≤ amax. In order to determine
a, we exploit the fact thatS1 andS2 do not move in space with
time, while the Tx does. At a different time snapshot, the location
of the Tx will be different, and the new semi-line on whichS1 has
to lie will be different as well. Assuming perfect parameter esti-
mation, the two semi-lines leaving the Tx at the two different time
instants will evidently meet inS1, thus allowing us to find its lo-
cation. Once this is known, considering the total length constraint,
we can compute the location ofS2. Note that if the path were in
reality a single reflection or even a Line of ight (LOS), we could
still model it with a double reflection. In the former case we would
find overlappingS1 andS2, while in the latter we would findS1

andS2 lying on the Tx and Rx, respectively.

Fig. 2. Pencil Beam PDF (PeBPDF). The curves represent the
values{−3, − 6, − 10} dB of the distribution. A represents
the position of the array.

Let us now consider a much more realistic scenario, in which
the channel sounding and the parameter estimation processes as
well as the subsequent clustering phase are affected by errors. This
case can be described mathematically by the well known Bayesian
formulation of inversion theory [4, 5].

Let m andd be the model and data vectors, respectively, so
thatm contains the parameters of the model which we want to es-
timate andd contains the noiseless observations. In our case the
vectorm contains the coordinates inx, y, andz of S1 andS2,
while d contains the TDoA, DoA, and DoD of the corresponding
centroid. When treating the elements ofm andd as random vari-
ables we can write

p (m|d) =
p (d|m) p (m)

p (d)
, (1)

wherep (m|d) is the conditional Probability Density Function
(PDF) ofm givend, p (d|m) is the conditional PDF ofd given
m, andp (m) is the PDF ofm independent ofd, asp (d) is for
d. The functionp (m) contains thea priori information on the
model space, which in our case can be the fact that the centroids
have higher probability of being in certain areas, or that they can-
not be in other regions (for example inside buildings).p (m|d)
is said to be thea posteriori PDF of m because it contains the
probability of the location of the centroid by considering the ob-
servations. In case of noiseless observations and complete observ-
ability, p (d|m) will be a Diracδ in the location of the centroid.
We now observe thatp (d) is a constant with respect tom, and we
substitute the noisy observationsDobs into d in equation (1), and
we obtain

p
(

m|Dobs
)

∼ p (d|m) p (m), (2)

where the symbol∼ indicates proportionality.
The general solution to the inversion problem consist in ob-

taining the PDFp
(

m|Dobs
)

since it gives us the probability ofm

considering observations, the a priori information, and the statisti-
cal distribution of the errors committed both in the measurements
and in the theory. The latter is caused by an inaccurate description
of the physical processes by which the model paramatersm are
mapped to the datad (usually referred to asforward problem).

In order to obtain specific values form (instead of a den-
sity function), we can either maximizep

(

m|Dobs
)

and obtain the
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimates, or maximizep

(

Dobs|m
)

to obtain theMaximum Likelihood (ML) estimates. The former
obviously differs by considering thea priori information on the
model space. The function ofm p

(

Dobs|m
)

is known as the
likelihood function because it gives a measure of how good the
model parametersm fits the dataDobs.

Deriving the statistical properties of the errors is not straight-
forward and simplifications are required. As commonly done, we
model them with unbiased Gaussian distributions, so that the ob-
served parameters, namely the TDoA, the DoA, and the DoD are
affected by independent zero mean Gaussian noise. Let the cor-
responding noise variances beσ2

TDoA, σ2
DoA, andσ2

DoD, respec-
tively. For the latter, the estimation noise variance is assumed
equal in both azimuth and elevation. Furthermore, we assume the
a priori probabilityp (m) constant in the whole model space.

Let the pointA be the origin of the semi-line (i.e., either the
Rx or Tx), andB the point on the semi-line corresponding to the
maximum distance under the total length constraint. IfA is the
Rx terminal, the length of the segmentB-A corresponds toamax.
Given the assumptions mentioned above, we can write the a pos-
teriori PDF at an arbitrary point in spaceP = [x, y, z]T as

p
(

m|Dobs
)

= χ (P |τk,t, ϕT,k,t, θR,k,t) , (3)

whereτk,t, ϕR,k,t, andθR,k,t are the TDoA and DoA (azimuth
and elevation) for thek-th path at time instantt. The functionχ
is derived by simple geometrical considerations. It is a modified
bi-variate Gaussian distribution, and looks like a pencil beam, as
depicted in Figure 2.

For convenience we describe it in an alternative coordinate
system defined by the variableρ andθ, so thatρ is equal to the dis-
tance betweenA andP , andω is the angle between the segments
P -A andB-A. Although it is defined in the three-dimensional
space we do not need a third variable due to its axial symmetry.
We then refer to it as Pencil Beam PDF (PeBPDF)χ(ρ, ω|k, t),
where we omit the parametersτ , ϕ andθ for simplicity.

The PeBPDF for thek-th path at time instantt, χ(ρ, ω|k, t) is
defined as

χ(ρ, ω|k, t) = γ ·
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(4)
whereγ is a factor to render the volume integral of the PeBPDF
equal to 1. The computation of the factorγ is explained in detail in
Appendix B. Forρ ≤ amax we have equal probability alongρ, and
a Gaussian distribution along angle, representing the error made
by the parameter estimator. Forρ > amax we have a bi-variate
Gaussian so that we can also consider the error made on the TDoA.
The varianceσ2

ρ is the variance of the error on the path length.
Therefore, we have:σ2

ρ = c2 ·σ2
TDoA. The varianceσ2

ω is equal to
σ2

DoA or σ2
DoD, depending on which side we are considering. Note

that the PeBPDF can be easily computed for Cartesian coordinates
by means of simple coordinate transformations rules.

The PeBPDF in equation (4) expresses the a posteriori prob-
ability of one scatterer only at one particular time instant. We
now compute the total PDFpmap(x, y, z), which we refer to as
theprobability map. It expresses the probability for a scatterer to
be in a specific point in spaceP = [x, y, z]T, considering allK
paths for both Tx and Rx, and for all time snapshotsT . It is defined



Fig. 3. Probability map for one spatial scatterer and three sepa-
rate time snapshots. Higher probability is focused at the spatial
location of the centroid. The contour plots show the individual
PeBPDF’s.

as

pmap(P ) =
1

2 · K · T
T

∑

t=1

K
∑

k=1

· (pR(P |k, t) + pT(P |k, t)) ,

(5)
wherepR(P |k, t) andpT(P |k, t) are the PeBPDF’s from equa-
tion (4) expressed in Cartesian coordinates for thek-th path seen
at the Rx and Tx, respectively. The probability map is simply an
average of the different PDF’s. If the mobile moves around a clus-
ter as depicted in Figure 3, the different pencil beams will overlap
only around the location of the scatterer. The movement is essen-
tial, because if a scatterer is seen always from the same perspec-
tive, the probability map will not focus anywhere. For this reason
it is convenient to compute the probability map considering solely
the information coming from the transmit side only, since gener-
ally the receive side is kept fixed.

Once the probability mappmap(x, y, z) has been computed, it
can be directly used to give a physical interpretation to the propa-
gation paths extracted by the parameter estimation technique. To
do so, we can verify whether real objects are located at the coor-
dinates where the probability focused. An example of this is given
in Figures 5 and 6 for synthetic data.

Alternatively, the probability map can be used in channel mod-
elling as a density function, expressing the probability that a clus-
ter is present at a certain location. This interpretation can be used
in channel modelling in a similar way as the Angular Power Spec-
trum (APS) [6], but is expressed inx, y, andz.

When needed, an exact location of the scatterers can be com-
puted. To do so we need to find the parametersm for which
the probability map is maximized. This is particularly convenient
when we want to follow the Measurement Based Parametric Chan-
nel Modelling (MBPCM) approach [7]. After performing mea-
surements and high-resolution parameter estimates we wish to ob-
tain a geometrical antenna independent description of the scenario.
Such an approach can be followed with theIlmProp [8]. The Ilm-
Prop is a flexible directional channel model for multi-user time
variant frequency selective MIMO systems. For each time instant
and each path, the position of a scatterers, or equivalently the value
of the parametera, can be determined by choosing the points on
the corresponding segments in whichpmap(x, y, z) displays the
highest probability.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to assess the validity of our approach we model a cluster-
based propagation environment with the help of the IlmProp. A
scenario with7 fixed clusters is generated. Each cluster consists
of 6 to 8 scatterers. To simulate unrealistic paths estimates, arte-
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the simulations carried out to validate the local-
ization algorithm.

facts of an estimator used in practice, we add6 paths for each of
the 41 time snapshots. These outlyers are characterized by ran-
domly varying TDoA, DoA, and DoD, and are meant to test the
robustness of the algorithm.

Figure 4 shows the scheme followed for the simulations. The
parameter estimation phase is simplified by taking the exact pa-
rametersm characterizing the paths and adding white Gaussian
noise. The variance of the noise added to each parameter for each
path at each time snapshot is set to be equal to the Cramér-Rao
Lower Bound (CRLB) [9]. Therefore we assume an unbiased ef-
ficient estimator. The CRLB is computed after a normalization of
the parameters (as explained in Section 4.1.1).

An alternative possibility to assess the variances introduced by
the estimator would be to actually carry out the parameter estima-
tion processing on the synthetic channel matrices computed by the
IlmProp, as one would do on real channel measurements. This
approach has been followed for a SAGE-like parameter estimator
in [10].

4.1. Computation of the CRLB

Let the vectorm ∈ C
L×1 contain theL = 7K exact param-

eters ofK paths, andm̂ ∈ C
L×1 its noisy estimates.Thek-th

path is described by its delay timeτk, DoA (as azimuth and el-
evation)ϕR,k, θR,k, DoD ϕT,k, θT,k, as well as by a complex
path-strength, expressed by its real and imaginary partγRe,k and
γIm,k, respectively. The parameters are arranged as follows

m = [τ1...K , ϕR,1...K , θR,1...K , ϕT,1...K ,

θT,1...K , γRe,1...K , γIm,1...K ]T , (6)

so that the vectorm has lengthL = 7 · K.
By taking an unbiased efficient estimator we set

E
{

(m − m̂) · (m − m̂)T
}

≡ C , (7)

where the matrixC ∈ C
L×L is the Craḿer-Rao Lower Bound

(CRLB).
At time snapshott, the parameter estimator receives a noisy

observation of the channel in the form of a three-dimensional
(MR × MT × F )-tensorDobs, whereMR, andMT are the num-
ber of receive and transmit antennas, respectively, andF is the
number of frequency bins. The channel realizationDobs is a result
of a known tensor valued functionS(·) : R

L×1 → C
MR×MT×F

which maps theL real-valued parameters contained inm to the
MR × MT × F values contained in the observationDobs, plus a
noise term, as in

Dobs = S(m) + N , (8)

where the tensorN contains i.i.d. complex white Gaussian noise.



The functionS(m) for a specific frequencyf returns the ma-
trix Sf (m) ∈ C

MR×MT matrix which can be written as

Sf (m) = AR · Λ · AH
T (9)

where

AR = [aR (ϕR,1, θR,1) . . . aR (ϕR,K , θR,K)] ∈ C
MR×K

AT = [aT (ϕT,1, θT,1) . . . aT (ϕT,K , θT,K)] ∈ C
MT×K

,

and

Λ =











λ1 0 . . . 0
0 λ2 0

0
. . .

...
0 0 . . . λK











∈ C
K×K (10)

λi = (γRe,i + jγIm,i) e−j2πfτi . (11)

The termsaR (·) andaT (·) are thearray steering vectors for the
receive and transmit side, respectively.

The vector valued functions(·) : R
L×1 → C

MR·MT·F×1

computesF channel matrices as seen in equation (9), stacks them
in a three-dimensional tensor of sizeMR × MT × F and finally
applies theunfold{·} operator1 to obtain a column vector of length
MR · MT · F .

We now rewrite equation (8) in vector form, by applying the
unfold{·} operator, so that

d
obs = s(m) + n, (12)

where

d
obs .

= unfold
{

Dobs
}

∈ C
MR·MT·F×1 (13)

n
.
= unfold {N} ∈ C

MR·MT·F×1
, (14)

ands(·) is the vector valued function mappingR
L×1 → C

MR·MT·F×1.
In order to determine the CRLB we need first to compute the

Fisher Information Matrix (FIM)F (m) by means of the Jacobian
J(m).The JacobianJ(m) is the matrix valued function contain-
ing the first order partial derivatives of the data models(m) with
respect tom as

J(m) =
∂

∂mT
s(m) ∈ C

MR·MT·F×L
. (15)

Then, the Fisher Information MatrixF (m) can be computed as

F (m) =
2

σ2
n

Re
{

J
H(m) · J(m)

}

∈ C
L×L

, (16)

where we assume that the noise correlation square matrix of size
(MR · MT · F ) × (MR · MT · F ) is equal toσ2

nI , andRe {·} ex-
tract the real part from its argument.

The L values on the diagonal of the FIM tell us how “infor-
mative” the channel observation is with respect to each of theL
parameters. The off-diagonal elements, on the other hand, account
for the mutual information between the parameters.

The CRLBC(m) can be easily computed from the FIMF (m)
as

C(m) = F
−1(m), (17)

so that thei-th element of the diagonal ofC(m) is the variance of
the noisy estimate of thei-th element ofm.

1The unfold{·} operator rearranges the columns of a three-
dimensional tensor into one column as the MATLABTM colon com-
mand.

Parameter Normalized parameter

τ τ̃ = 2πf0τ

ϕR ϕ̃R = 2π
c

∆Rsin(ϕR)

ϕT ϕ̃T = 2π
c

∆Tsin(ϕT)

f f̃ = f

f0

Table 1. Normalized parameters and the normalization rules. The
term c describes the velocity of light,f0 is the center frequency,
and∆R and∆T are the antenna separations at the receiver and
transmitter side, respectively.

4.1.1. Numerical computation of the CRLB

In order to compute thenumerical values for the CRLB efficiently
we introduce an alternative derivation for the JacobianJ(m) as
described in [9].

We first carry out the normalization for all parameters shown
in Table 1, assuming Uniform Linear Arrays (ULA) at both re-
ceiver and transmitter side, and considering azimuth only. The
vectorm̃ containing the normalized parameters is then

m̃ = [τ̃1...K , ϕ̃R,1...K , ϕ̃T,1...K ,

γRe,1...K , γIm,1...K ]T ∈ C
5K×1

. (18)

Let ÃR ∈ C
MR×K be thearray steering matrix so that itsk-

th column is the array steering vectoraR (ϕ̃R,k) for thek-th path,
defined as

aR (ϕ̃R,k) = e−jϕ̃R,kξ (19)

ξ =

[

−MR − 1

2
, − MR − 1

2
+ 1, . . . ,

MR − 1

2

]T

,

whereasÃT is defined in the same way for the transmit side. Let
the column vectorsaγ andãτ of sizeK × 1 be defined as

aγ = [γRe,1 + jγIm,1, . . . γRe,K + jγIm,K ]T (20)

ãτ =
[

e−jτ̃1f̃
, . . . , e−jτ̃K f̃

]T

.

We now write the vector valued functions(·) of equation (12) for
the normalized parameters as

s (m̃) =

[

s
′

(

m̃, f̃1

)T

s
′

(

m̃, f̃2

)T

. . . s
′

(

m̃, f̃F

)T
]T

,

(21)
where

s
′

(

m̃, f̃1

)

=
(

ÃT ⋄ ÃR

)

· (aγ ◦ aτ ) , (22)

and◦ is the Schur product, i.e., the element-wise product, whereas
⋄ denotes the Khatri-Rao product (see the Appendix A). Note that
ãτ , ÃT, andÃR depend on the normalized frequencyf̃ and in
equation (22) are computed for̃f = f̃1.

By taking advantage of the structure seen in equation (21) we
can write the Grammian of the JacobianJH (m̃) · J (m̃) (which
we need to compute the FIM in (16)) as

J
H (m̃) · J (m̃) =

F
∑

i=1

J
′H

(

m̃, f̃i

)

· J ′

(

m̃, f̃i

)

. (23)

Exploiting the structure seen in equation (22) we can write

J
′ = J3 ⋄ J2 ⋄ J1 ⋄ J0, (24)



where,

J0 =
[

aγ
T aγ

T aγ
T

1 j · 1
]

∈ C
1×L

J1 =
[

J̇ϕR ÃR ÃR ÃR ÃR

]

∈ C
MR×L

J2 =
[

ÃT J̇ϕT ÃT ÃT ÃT

]

∈ C
MT×L

J3 =
[

ãτ
T ãτ

T J̇τ ãτ
T ãτ

T
]

∈ C
1×L

,

where the row vector1 containsK ones. Note that the dependency
on the vector of the normalized parametersm̃ and on the normal-
ized frequencyf̃ has been omitted for simplicity. The matrices
J̇ϕR , J̇ϕT , andJ̇τ contain the first order partial derivatives as in

J̇ϕR =
[

∂
∂ϕ̃R,1

ãR, . . . , ∂
∂ϕ̃R,K

ãR

]

∈ C
MR×K (25)

J̇ϕT =
[

∂
∂ϕ̃T,1

ãT, . . . , ∂
∂ϕ̃T,K

ãT

]

∈ C
MT×K (26)

J̇τ = −j · ãτ
T ∈ C

1×K
. (27)

By exploiting the properties of the Khatri-Rao product we can
write the Grammian ofJ ′, defined in equation (24), as

J ′HJ
′ =

(

J
H
3 J3

)

◦
(

J
H
2 J2

)

◦
(

J
H
1 J1

)

◦
(

J
H
0 J0

)

. (28)

Equations (23) and (28) allow us to compute the FIM more effi-
ciently than with the straightforward method given by equation (16).
The reduction of the computational complexity computed as num-
ber of sums and multiplications is several orders of magnitude.
The expressions in equations (23) and (28) are evaluated by sub-
stituting the numerical values of all variables.

In order to include the elevation we compute the CRLB for a
second ULA positioned vertically so that it forms a cross with the
horizontal one. We then use this second ULA for the estimation
of the elevations, computing the corresponding CRLB variances
as described in this section. We assume perfect pairing between
azimuths and elevations. Alternatively, following the derivations
given in [9] and the use of the Effective Aperture Distribution
Function (EADF) [11] it is possible compute the CRLB for an ar-
bitrary antenna array.

For our simulations we assume a2 · 16 × 16 MIMO system,
where the base station (Rx) employs a 16-ULA, while the mobile
(Tx) uses a cross ULA oriented as describe above. All antennas
are assumed omnidirectional. The parameter estimator receives
for every time snapshotF = 345 frequency bins spanning a band-
width of 120 MHz.

Once the CRLB variances have been computed for the param-
eters of all paths at all time instants we generate white Gaussian
noise accordingly. We then add the noise to the normalized param-
eters and transform them in the original domains, namely radians
and seconds.

Several publications (such as [12, 13, 14]) have shown that
the Craḿer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is far too optimistic in the
lower SNR regions and other bounds have been proposed. This
problem is known as the “threshold SNR phenomenon” However,
we do not address this problem here, as it is outside the scope of
this paper. Therefore, we assume that we work in an SNR region
where the estimator indeed reaches the CRLB.

4.2. The Clustering and Localization phases

The noisy estimateŝm are then fed to the automatic clustering al-
gorithm proposed in [2, 3]. The algorithm returns TDoA, DoA,
and DoD of each centroid for each time snapshot. This informa-
tion is passed to the localization algorithm, which computes the
3-D probability mappmap. The map is then superimposed on the
interacting objects constituting the clusters to verify their correct
localization, as depicted in Figure 5. The transmitter moves along
the trajectory indicated, while the receiver (not shown) is fixed.
The probability map is computed for the transmit side only. Most

clusters are correctly localized. The accuracy depends on the vari-
ety of points of view from which the transmitter sees the clusters.
Note that the clustering phase is not necessarily needed.

The parameters coming from the parameter estimation phase
could be fed directly to the localization algorithm, so that instead
of clusters, we would localize the individual components which
constitute the clusters. The results from this approach are shown
in Figure 6. However, this method requires a much larger compu-
tational complexity with no or little gain in accuracy. Note that the
centroids can describe the environment completely with respect to
the localization problem.

The outlyers deteriorate the accuracy of neither method. In
fact, when we use the clustering phase these paths are automati-
cally pruned because they do not belong to any cluster. In case
of using the parameter estimates directly, the PDFs of the outlyers
are eliminated by averaging over different time instants if they are
uncorrelated.

Another improvement can be obtained by localizing the cen-
troids of different paths separately. The tracking algorithm pro-
posed in [15] allows us to identify the centroids and, at the same
time, track their evolution in time. This permits us to compute
the probability map for each centroid separetely, thus reducing the
computational complexity of the localization phase even further.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution we propose an algorithm capable of identify-
ing the spatial location of clusters on the basis of high resolution
multi-dimensional parameter estimates. The localization is useful
in both channel modelling as well as in giving a physical interpre-
tation to the results of parameter estimation techniques, namely
identifying which interacting physical objects (scatterers) were in-
volved in the propagation of the paths estimated. The validation of
the algorithm is carried out with a synthetic data set obtained from
the IlmProp, a geometry-based channel model. In order to simulate
the effects of an estimator we perturb the parameters with Gaussian
noise whose variance is set equal to the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
(CRLB). The algorithm is capable of localizing clusters with the
assumption that they are seen from different points of view and
that they remain fixed during the measurement time.

A. KHATRI-RAO PRODUCT

The Khatri-Rao product [16] between the matricesA ∈ C
P×Q

andB ∈ C
S×Q, denoted asA ⋄ B has sizeP · S × Q and is the

column-wise Kronecker product ofA andB so that

A ⋄ B = [a1 ⊗ b1, a2 ⊗ b2, . . . , aQ ⊗ bQ, ] , (29)

whereai is the i-th column ofA and similarlybi of B. The
symbol⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.

B. NORMALIZATION FACTOR FOR THE PEBPDF

The integral over the whole model space of the Pencil Beam Prob-
ability Density Function (PeBPDF) defined in equation (4), must
be equal to 1

∫

z

∫

y

∫

x

χ(x, y, z) dx dy dz = 1. (30)

Here we omit the variablesk andt for simplicity. This integral can
be expressed in the coordinate system used in equation (4) as

∫

ψ

∫

ω

∫

ρ

χ(ρ, ω, ψ) Υ dρ dω dψ = 1, (31)

where the coordinateψ is the rotation with respect to the axis of
symmetry of the PDF andΥ is the determinant of the Jacobian
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Fig. 5. Probability map (obtained from the clustered estimates) superimposed onthe real locations of scattering clusters for an Ilm-
Prop scenario. The probability focuses on the exact locations with different degrees of accuracy. The surfaces represent the values
{−12, − 8.5, − 4.5} dB with respect to the maximum of the PDF.
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Fig. 6. Probability map (obtained from the un-clustered estimates) superimposed on the real locations of scattering clusters for an IlmProp
scenario. The surfaces correspond to the values{−12, − 8.5, − 4.5} dB with respect to the maximum of the PDF.
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Fig. 7. Relationship between the Cartesian coordinatesx, y, andz
andρ, ω, andψ, for a point in spaceP .

of the coordinate transformations as defined by the “Change of
Variables Theorem” [17]. Without loss of generality we take a
PeBPDF aligned on thex axis, so that the two coordinate systems,
namely{x, y, z} and{ρ, ω, ψ} relate to each other as shown in
Figure 7. The coordinate transformations are

x = ρ cos(ω)

y = ρ sin(ω) cos(ψ) (32)

z = ρ sin(ω) sin(ψ),

andΥ is

Υ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂(x, y, z)

∂(ρ, ω, ψ)

∣

∣

∣

∣

= ρ
2 sin(ω). (33)

Equation (31) can be cut into two parts as follows

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

∫

∞

amax

γ · e−
ω2

σ2
ω · e

−
(ρ−amax)2

σ2
ρ Υ dρ dω dψ +

+

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

∫ amax

0

γ · e−
ω2

σ2
ω Υ dρ dω dψ = 1. (34)

Then, the factorγ is computed by solving equation (34) with
respect toγ

γ =
1

ν1 + ν2

(35)

ν1 =

√
π

2
a
2
max σDoA · erf

(

π

σDoA

)

(36)

ν2 = π σρ σDoA · erf
(

π

σDoA

)

(

πamax +
√

πσρ

)

,

where the error functionerf(κ) is defined as

erf(κ) =
2√
π

∫ κ

0

e−g2

dg. (37)
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